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Abstract 

Generally in Cloud Computing Scheduling task is a bigger issue in order to achieve higher efficiency. 
Scheduling can be defined as  list of actions that can be performed using normal scheduling 
algorithms, but  these are NP- hard problems, they cant even decidable if we use metaheuristic 
algorithm  like Bat’s , it  provides a highly optimized Solution to any allocation of tasks which are 
having incomplete information or any  inability of content and it  gives a global optimization solution in 
allocating tasks. In our paper we are going to implement Bat’s Algorithm in Cloud Sim Toolkit and 
stating the advantages of using this approach when compared with normal scheduling algorithms. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud Computing is one of the emerging technology that everyone is talking and converted their 
business to cloud. Cloud Computing Concept is there in 19 the century itself Called IBM Mainframe 
computing where inorder to perform big applications simultaneously from various locations 
maintaining collaborative work among developers and making the work easier. On other side it is 
also can be evolved from grid computing. The basic difference between grid computing and cloud 
computing is that grid gives access to shared environment accessing resources, power capacity. 
Where as cloud gives access to leased environment of resources.grid doesn’t have any fundamental 
business model unlike in cloud uses pay-per-go model which means making payment to its usage of 
servers when you use it. Most of grid computing uses for science and research,  
 
cloud is for business and IT needs. Cloud computing has mainly three types of services Software-as-
a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service, Infrastructure-as-a-Service, based on requirement of user and 
needs, he can choose anytype of service deployed into any of the four models public, private, 
community, hybrid cloud.This is the scenario which can be get from any cloud service provider. But 
how that service provider uses cloud in allocating and storing data in data centers etc. These can be 
explained below of using cloud sim framework . 
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1.1 Cloud Sim 

 
Figure 1.1 Cloud Sim Architecture 

 
Cloud Sim is a framework available for modelling and simulation in desining , assigning task, 
resources, optimizing performance of cloud . Lets see the architecture and terminology behind it. 
The terminology behind the cloud sim is simple and can be explained as in cutshort. We have CIS 
(Cloud information Service), It is a  registry containing cloud resources containing data centres  
having hosts in each data centre and each host containing virtual machines. This contains some 
characterstics like process elements , Ram, bandwidth. Cloud sim works on virtualization , this host is 
virtualized into number of virtual machines. These machines will have same parameters. There will 
be broker of datacenter is an entity intial stage talks to cis and register task to cloudlet. Cloudlet is the 
task storage place. There by having policy like VM Allocation Policy which is for datacenter, Vm 
Scheduler policy for host , cloudlet scheduling policy is for processing for cloudlets in virtual 
machines , any policy is either time shared or space shared. Time shared nothing but allocating task , 
resources in specific time. Space shared is how much bandwidth can be allocated etc. 
 

2. BAT’S In Cloud Sim 
2.1 Workflow 

 
Figure 2.1 Bats workflow 
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As you can see of animated picture of sytem, there will be cloud one side contains moon holding 
tasks which is nothing but cloud let, now from cloudlets task has to be allocated. As you can see 
there will be bats flying around the cloud which they want to search for prey moves with the velocity 
having frequency, wavelength. It uses echo location of sonar waves to detect the prey and avoid from 
obstacles. Here prey represents tasks , each bat will find the task which is nearer using fitness 
function for each individual thing, and find new fitness using optimisability feature and allocate task to 
bat. There by task allocation to cloud is done successfully , optimisable, flexible and in less time 
2.2 Proposed Architecture of our System 

 
Figure 2.2 Proposed Architecture 

 
From the above diagram we can easily depicts the flow of steps 
1. Collecting the requirements from the user 
2. Resource manager will take care about the resources needs for a user tasks. 
3. cloud allocation manager  will see about the data center and virtual machines. 
4. Procedure invocation will execute procedure required for cloud. 
5. Task allocation is done to virtual machine from cloud let repository via cloud broker. 
6. Task allocation scheduling policy is done by bats and finding optimized solution and stored into 
dataset. 
 
2.3 Bats Algorithm Proposed Implementation flow in Cloud Sim 

 
Figure 2.3 Flow of Bats in CIS 
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Cloud Information Service is the control of all operations. First of all data center is created in cloud , 
in data center virtual machines has to be created then after there will be host creation for each virtual 
machines. Now there will bat broker acts as mediator between cis and data center , his duty has to 
registers task to virtual machines .  
Bat broker take task from cloudlet  and are implemented with all data center characterstics like 
process elements, ram etc. Task are allocated to virtual machines by bat algorithm scheduling policy. 
 

3. Comparitive Analysis  
 
3.1 FCFS ,Round Robin, Priority Vs BAT’s in Cloud Sim: 
Consider Jobs J1, J2, J3 which are to be assigned by Resource manager in the cloud sim. These 
jobs are stored in a queue type manner. Lets us consider these jobs are having  task t1, t2, t3 
respectively. Lets see allocation with  the following scheduling algorithms. 

 
Figure 3.1 Jobs Stored in a queue                     

3.1.1 Fcfs Algorithm 
1. Begin 
2. if you want to add more jobs added end of the queue 
3. Jobs are Served on first come first serve basis ie  allocate j1 to cpu if it is completed then j2  and 
thereafter j3..so on. 
4. Repeat Step2 and 3. 
Drawbacks: 
 If the jobs are wanted to execute first with in ample amount of time which are behind first job. 

then it fails because of fcfs. 
 It fails at heavy loads. 
 Not applicable for time shared systems. 

3.1.2 Round Robin 
1. Start 
2. Extra jobs are added at the end of queue. 
3. Jobs here are served with time slice ie nothing but time quantum allocating job for certain period of 
time, 
4. If time crosses after time slice ie J1 allocates cpu for time slice of 2 seconds then after two 
seconds it automatically  move to j2 like that ofcourse if j1 wants to do process it again come s to it 
until all jobs occupied time slice of 2 for atleast 1 time, then it moves to next job and  the time slice is 
allocated for that job like that process is repeated. 
5. Step4 is repeated  untill all get jobs are served 
Drawbacks 

 If time slice is more it behaves like fcfs.  
 Power consumption is more. 
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3.1.3 Priority Scheduling 
1. Priority is allocated to each of process based on its jobs. 
2. The priority which is equal for two jobs or more they are executed in fcfs manner 
3. The priority which is not equal executed via shortest job first approach where job is executed first 
based on cpu burst. 
4. Step 3 and 4 are repeated until all jobs allocated to cpu. 
Drawbacks 
 It leads to starvation. 

3.1.4 Bat’s Algorithm 
To eliminate all these drawbacks , metaheuristic algorithms are used. One such among is BAT’s. 
a) It is based on echolocation type of behaviours nothing but bat mammals uses sonar type of waves 
to find prey , avoid obstacles etc. 
b)  It is based on some parameters basically 
 Loudness: higher the loudness higher the frequency of sonar waves 
 Pulserate: Constant or decreasing the rate . 
 Velocity: Speed of flies of bats 
 Frequency : maintaining scaling of flies of bats  
 Wavelength: difference of minimum and maximum frequency 
 Population size: it generated randomly based on the type of problem 
 Number of generations: for each iteration of existing population , some part is selected to 

generate a new generation. 
 Dimensions: it refers to searching prey 

c) Objective is to find fitness function :  
for each problem there will be separated solution by fitness approach where the fmin values are 
generated. 
d)Outcome is Optimal best solution. Finding lowest min of fitness leads to best selection which give 
you optimal solution. 
3.1.5 Bat’s Algorithm Steps: 
1. Start 
2. Create a basic population and determine the size of population randomly for individual solutions. 
3. Calculate fitness of each individual solution 
4.calculate the new  fitness function to get  the best min of new fitness which leads to best optimised 
value. 
5. Step3 and 4 are repeated. 
 

4. Implementation 
 
4.1 Bat Algorithm in Cloud Sim framework 
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4.1 Graphical Analysis 
From Graph We can analyse X axis are parameters affecting the cloud ie Task  Allocation time, 
number of virtual machines, No of cloudlets and Heavy load. 

Figure 4.1 Graph 
 
 
4.1.1 Task Allocation Time: It clearly states that for task allocation fcfs takes lot of time because if it is 
allocated , then it shouldallocate to other task unless it is completed due to first come first serve. 
Similarly round robin is better compared with fcfs due to time slice but it also behave like fcfs when 
time slice islarger , priority is best of two but when it has equal priority it also behaves like fcfs. So bat 
is best when compared with all it takes less time due to echolocation and its fitness function.  
4.1.2 Number of VMs: 
 Bat takes less Virtual Machines when compared  with all . due to its metaheuristic nature.   
4.1.3 Number of Cloudlets:  
No of cloudlets executed is higher in bats as task time is less.  
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4.1.4 Stability at Heavy Loads: 
The system is stable at heavy load by bats scheduling  policy. Other’s all unstable at maximum peak 
load andsystemwillcrash. 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

We Surveyed different  normal scheduling algorithms and Bats algorithm which is metaheuristic. We  
have analysed, implemented, normal scheduling and Bat algorithm in cloud sim framework and we 
found Bats is best  in all aspects when  compared with normal scheduling algorithms. 
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